### Green Level:
All students

### Pink Slip:
3 Pink Slips in 5 consecutive school days = Referral

### Referral:
2 Referrals in 5 consecutive school days or 3 Referrals in 10 consecutive school days.

### Behaviour Point System: Yellow 100 points

*Student will be on this level for 5 consecutive school days.*

- Return from formal suspension
- Parent notification
- RISC Entry
- No Dundees
- Detention on alternate days
- Return behaviour point form signed by parent to principal each morning.
- Must reach 100 points for 5 consecutive school days

Note:
1. If full points are gained on any given day the student will have 1 less day
2. If the student receives a referral when on this level they immediately go down a level.

### Behaviour Point System: Orange 80 points

*Student will be on this level for 5 consecutive school days.*

- Parent notification
- RISC Entry
- School Counsellor/ LST Referral
- No Dundees
- Detention on each day
- Return behaviour point form signed by parent to principal each morning.
- Loss of representative sport (PSSA).
- Must reach 80 points for 5 consecutive school days

Note:
1. If full points are gained on any given day the student will have 1 less day
2. If the student receives a referral when on this level they immediately go down a level.

### Behaviour Point System: Red 60 points

*Student will be on this level for 5 consecutive school days.*

- Parent notification
- RISC Entry
- School Counsellor
- No Dundees
- Detention on each day
- Return behaviour point form signed by parent to principal each morning and afternoon.
- Loss of all privileges, eg sport, excursions, visiting performers, inside or outside school times
- Must reach 60 points for 5 consecutive school days

Note:
1. If full points are gained on any given day the student will have 1 less day
2. If the student receives a referral when on this level the next course of action will follow.

### Short Suspension for Persistent Disobedience